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D
evelopment of a well-designed,
genuinely engineered, and fast hy-
droxide conductor with excellent

durability is vitally required for a wide range
of alkaline�electrochemical systems such
as fuel cells,metal�air batteries, supercapac-
itors, and electrolyzers.1 So far, different
categories of homogeneous and hetero-
geneous hydroxide conductors2 including
(i) chemically/physically functionalized poly-
mers,3,4 (ii) ion-solvating polymers (ISP),5,6 (iii)
inorganic�organic composites,7�9 and (iv)
blended polymers10 have been studied by
different researchgroups.However, thedilem-
ma between high hydroxide conductivity
and physicochemical stability remains as an
important issue; i.e., maximizing one will mini-
mize the other. Among various classifications
of hydroxide conductors, inorganic�organic
nanocomposites are capable of providing
high hydroxide conductivity and physico-
chemical stability together in which nano-
sized fillers such as TiO2 nanotubes,

7 SiO2

nanoparticles,11 ZrO2 nanostructures,12 zeo-
lites,9 and graphene oxide (GO)8,13,14 nano-
sheets are composed with different polymeric

backbones. In this regard, themorphologyand
electrochemical functionality of nanomaterial
as well as its compatibility with the organic
matrix have significant effects on the perfor-
mance of hydroxide conductors.
Over the past few years, GO nanosheets,

composed of oxygenated carbons, have de-
monstrated outstanding physicochemical
stability and electrochemical properties.15�21

Due to the existence of assorted oxygen-
containing groups on the GO surface, its
properties can be adjusted for specific
applications.8,19,22�24 Concerning nano-
composites, hydrophilic GO nanosheets
are easily dispersible in a variety of sol-
vents, which can significantly enhance the
interfacial interaction with the polymeric
matrix.15,18,25,26 Formerly, in an investi-
gation by authors8 it was perceived that
GO nanosheets were capable to be func-
tionalized with stable proton-conductive
groups and composed with perfluorosul-
fonic acid (PFSA) polymer, known as Nafion,
which significantly increased theproton con-
ductivity and performance by 4 times under
the harsh operating conditions of polymer
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ABSTRACT Nanocomposites play a key role in performance improvements of

hydroxide conductors employed in a wide range of alkaline�electrochemical systems

such as fuel cells and metal�air batteries. Graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets are

considered to be outstanding nanofillers for polymeric nanocomposites on account of

their excellent physicochemical strength and electrochemical properties. In this work,

a fast hydroxide conductor was developed on the basis of a chemically modified GO nanocomposite membrane. The high surface area of GO was functionalized

with highly stable hydroxide-conductive groups using a dimethyloctadecyl [3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl]ammonium chloride (DMAOP) precursor, named QAFGO,

and then composed with porous polybenzimidazole PBI (pPBI) as a well-suited polymeric backbone. The nanocomposite exhibited outstanding hydroxide

conductivity of 0.085 S cm�1, high physicochemical strength, and electrochemical stability for 21 days. An alkaline fuel cell (AFC) setup was fabricated to

determine the functionality of QAFGO/pPBI nanocomposite in an alkaline-based system. The high AFC performance with peak power density of 86.68 mW cm�2

demonstrated that QAFGO/pPBI nanocompositemembrane has promising potential to be employed as a reliable hydroxide conductor for electrochemical systems

working in alkaline conditions.
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electrolyte fuel cells (e.g., high temperature and low
relative humidity).
In this work, for the first time, GO nanosheets were

successfully functionalized with stable hydroxide-
conductivegroups.Dimethyloctadecyl [3-(trimethoxysilyl)-
propyl]ammonium chloride (DMAOP) was selected
as the precursor, which is an organoalkoxysilane having
quaternary ammonium (QA) groups with a linear
formula of [(CH3O)3Si(CH2)3N(CH3)2(CH2)17CH3]Cl. The
hydroxide conductivity and the alkaline stability in
the highly surface-active DMAOP is provided by qua-
ternary ammonium groups and bulky hydrocarbon
chains ((CH2)17CH3) attached to ammonium cations, re-
spectively.27,28 The functionalization of GO nanosheets
with QA-contained DMAOP (QAFGO) was accom-
plished through the coupling of trimethoxysilyl group
((CH3O)3Si) in DMAOP with oxygenated functional
groups on GO. According to another study performed
by the authors,6 porous polybenzimidazole (pPBI) was
selected as the polymeric backbone for the QAFGO
nanocomposite membrane, which provides higher sur-
face area and efficient open paths for hydroxides to
be transferred. The high surface area of pPBI enables
the exfoliated QAFGO nanosheets to pass through the
macropores and have effective interactions with the
polymeric matrix. Different loadings of QAFGOs were
composed with 70 wt % pPBI, denoted as x-QAFGO/
pPBI, in which x exhibited the weight percentage of
QAFGO in the nanocomposite membrane. The mor-
phology, elemental structure, thermo-physicochemical
stability, and electrochemical properties of QAFGO and
x-QAFGO/pPBI membranes were thoroughly character-
ized using different spectroscopic and microscopic
methods. To assess the functionality of QAFGO/pPBI
nanocomposite in an alkaline electrochemical system,
it was assembled in an alkaline fuel cell (AFC) setup
and then compared to commercial Fumapem FAA

membrane from FuMA-Tech GmbH. The fabricated
nanocomposite QAFGO/pPBI membranes exhibited
outstanding hydroxide-conductivity, physicochemical
stability, and high AFC performance. Considering the
remarkable accomplishments in this discovery, QAFGO
nanocomposites demonstrate promising potential to be
employed as a reliable hydroxide conductor for electro-
chemical devices working in harsh alkaline media.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The image of a flexible 3-QAFGO/pPBI nanocompo-
site membrane in Figure 1a shows the uniform distri-
bution of QAFGO into the pPBI structure. Likewise, in all
x-QAFGO/pPBI membranes, the QAFGO was uniformly
dispersed and incorporated into the pPBI backbone.
In order to determine how QAFGO nanosheets were
exfoliated and dispersed in pPBI, the XRD of GO,
QAFGO, and x-QAFGO/pPBI membranes were studied
in Figure 1b. The sharp and narrow diffraction-peak
of GO appeared at 2θ = 10.15� exhibited a d-spacing
of 8.7 Å.29,30 When GO was functionalized with bulky
QA groups, a much broader peak was observed at
2θ = 10.70� and 2θ = 20�. This indicated that DMAOP
was successfully bonded to GO, which expanded the
distance of the nanosheets and generated defects on
GO surface. The new broad peak 2θ = 20� in QAFGO
also revealed that the functionalized nanosheets had
less tendency toward stacking and more free layers
of QAFGO were produced.31 After different loadings of
QAFGO were incorporated into the matrix of pPBI, the
XRD patterns of x-QAFGO/pPBI membranes displayed
same diffraction peaks at about 2θ = 25.5�. The highly
broad peak of x-QAFGO/pPBIs disclosed their amor-
phous structure. Moreover, the disappearance of the
characteristic diffraction-peak of GO plainly explained
the complete exfoliation and uniform distribution
of QAFGO into pPBI backbone.13,14 Specifically, when

Figure 1. (a) Image of 3-QAFGO/pPBI membrane. (b) XRD patterns of GO, QAFGO, and x-QAFGO/pPBI membranes.
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QAFGO nanosheets were blended with pPBI polymer
and casted to form the nanocomposite membrane,
QAFGO layers were separated and the polymer chains
diffused between the exfoliated nanosheets. This
can also be seen in the cross-sectional SEM images in
Figure 4.
To confirm the successful alkaline functionalization

of GO, FT-IR spectra of GO and QAFGO were com-
pared in Figure 2a. In the GO spectrum, the assigned
peaks to epoxy (C�O), carbon�hydroxyl (C�OH),
sp2 carbon (CdC), carbonyl (CdO), and free hydroxyl
(OH) at 1053.96, 1411.74, 1627.71, 1741.49, and
3416.45 cm�1 were in agreement with the literature,
respectively.8,13,32�34 In QAFGO spectrum, it was ob-
served that the broad peak of epoxy at 1053.96 cm�1 in
GO disappeared and alternatively, a new small peak
emerged at 1233.32 cm�1 attributing to carbon-
siloxane (C�O�Si) bond.35,36 This revealed that epoxy
groups are clearly capable to react with trimethoxysilyl
in DMAOP. In addition, the two small peaks appearing at
2852.34 and 2924.66 cm�1 are due to methyl and long
chains of methylene groups in DMAOP,35,36 supporting
the effective reaction between DMAOP and GO.
To approve the FT-IR results, the XPS analysis

was carried out to thoroughly study the interactions
between DMAOP and GO as well as QAFGO and pPBI.

In the wide-range XPS patterns displayed in Figure 2b,
two new peaks other than C 1s andO 1swere observed
for QAFGO and 3-QAFGO/pPBI at binding energies
of 102.08 and 401.08 eV, attributed to Si 2p and N 1s
components, respectively. This confirmed the success-
ful coupling of QA-containing precursor (DMAOP)
onto the surface of the GO nanosheets and QAFGO
with pPBI. Comprehensive chemical-bonding analysis
was carried out through deconvoluted XPS of C 1s
(Figure 2c) and N 1s (Figure 2d) for GO, QAFGO,
and 3-QAFGO/pPBI. The exhibited C 1s spectra of
GO were in compliance with many authorized
references.8,13,32,33,35,37�41 According to C 1s spectra
of QAFGO and 3-QAFGO/pPBI in Figure 2c, the peaks
of oxygenated carbon groups in GO have shifted to
lower binding energies, indicating a change in the
degree of surface oxidation after DMAOP functionaliza-
tion andpPBI composition. Compared toGO, itwas seen
that the peak intensity at 286.68 eV was significantly
decreased in QAFGO and 3-QAFGO/pPBI composite,
assigned to the higher reactivity of epoxy groups with
trimethoxysilyl in DMAOP which is in accord with FT-IR
results. In addition to carbon-siloxane bonds, the broad
peak at 286.68 eV represents the carbon�ammonium in
DMAOP and carbon�nitrogen peaks in 3-QAFGO/pPBI.
Furthermore, the peak intensity increase of C�C/C�H

Figure 2. (a) FT-IR spectra, (b) wide region XPS spectra, (c) deconvoluted XPS spectra in the C 1s region, and (d) deconvoluted
XPS spectra in the N 1s region of GO, QAFGO, and 3-QAFGO/pPBI membrane.
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bonds at 284.98 eV evidently demonstrated the exis-
tence of octadecyl and propyl chains coming from
DMAOP inQAFGO aswell as sp2 and sp3 hybrid orbitals
in pPBI.13,32,33,35,39�41 To further analyze the type of
carbon�nitrogenbonds, theN1s spectra ofQAFGOand
3-QAFGO/pPBI in Figure 2dwere studied. The displayed
peaks at 399.38 and 402.88 eV were assigned to qua-
ternary ammonium and ammonium cations in QAFGO,
respectively. When composed with pPBI, the pyridinic
NdC and pyrrolic N�C/N�H bonds appeared at 398.58
and 400.38 eV, respectively, due to the existence of
imidazole groups. At a higher bond energy of 402.78 eV,
a small broad peak was seen which could be attributed
to both ammonium cation in QAFGO and pyridinic
nitrogen�siloxane bond in 3-QAFGO/pPBI.32,42�44 The
latter might signify that some of the existent siloxane
groups in QAFGO were bonded to pyridinic nitrogen
of imidazole in pPBI. Such interactions can increase
the chemical stability of x-QAFGO/pPBI composite
membranes to a greater extent.
On the basis of the achieved outcomes from the

elemental analysis and reviewed literature,45,46 the
possible reaction mechanism for the surface functio-
nalization of GO nanosheets with DMAOP is illustra-
ted in Figure 3. DMAOP group as the functional pre-
cursor is composed of one organofunctional group,
[Nþ(CH3)2(CH2)17CH3]Cl

�, and three hydrolyzable tri-
methoxysilyls, Si(CH3O)3. First, the trimethoxy groups
(i.e., (CH3O)3) of trimethoxysilyl are hydrolyzed to form
silanols, Si(OH)3. The required water for hydrolysis can
come from GO surface and the atmosphere. Second,
the produced silanols may be condensed to form
silanol oligomers. Then, in the last step the free silanols
or their oligomers are covalently bonded with oxygen-
ated groups of GO by losing water. Among different

oxygenated groups of GO, epoxy groups are predomi-
nantly reactive with DMAOP, confirmed by XPS and
FT-IR results. Subsequently, the unbonded organo-
functional group, i.e., dimethyloctadecylammonium
chloride, is accessible for hydroxide exchange.
To investigate the morphology and elemental dis-

tribution, the cross-sectional SEM images and oxygen
EDX mapping of x-QAFGO/pPBI membranes are ex-
hibited in Figure 4. In parts a, d, and g of Figure 4, the
low-resolution cross-sectional images of x-QAFGO/
pPBIs are shown (x = 3, 5, and 10, respectively). Parts
b, e, and h of Figure 4 exhibit the high-resolution SEM
images in which by increasing the loading of QAFGO,
i.e., 3�10 wt %, more exfoliated layers of QAFGO could
be seen on the porous PBI. Parts c, f, and i of Figure 4
illustrate the oxygen EDX mappings of x-QAFGO/pPBI
samples which were taken after 20 frames with an
exposed time of 30 s for each. The increase of QAFGO
composition has resulted in more dense oxygen dis-
tribution on porous PBI, specifying more available ion-
conductive sites in 10-QAFGO/pPBI.
TGAwas utilized to probe the influence ofQAFGOon

the thermal stability of composite pPBI membranes
under nitrogen. The results are displayed in Figure 5a.
Before the tests were run, the samples were main-
tained at room temperature and 30% RH in a humidity
chamber for 1 h. Compared to GO, the QAFGO exhib-
ited remarkably higher thermal stability. The notable
GO weight loss of 50% from 150 to 250 �C was attrib-
uted to the decomposition of the oxygen-containing
functional groups.47,48 Through the alkalization of
GO with bulky organosiloxane precursor, the thermal
stability of functional groups significantly increased
from 150 to 700 �C with a weight loss of 38%. The
weight loss before 150 �C was assigned to the removal

Figure 3. Proposed three-step reaction mechanism for GO surface functionalization with DMAOP.
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of unvaporized bound-water molecules, absorbed
by all samples. It was seen that the increase of QAFGO
loading in composite pPBIs has substantially improved
the water retention since the water weight loss of
10-QAFGO/pPBI and 3-QAFGO/pPBI was approximately
30% and 12%, respectively. Considering the decompo-
sition temperature of nanocomposite pPBI membranes,
3-QAFGO/pPBI and 5-QAFGO/pPBI started to degrade at
about 550 �C, whereas 10-QAFGO/pPBI decomposition
temperature was shifted to 600 �C. TGA results revealed
the high potential of 10-QAFGO/pPBI as a stable and
water-retentive hydroxide conductor for systems work-
ing at elevated temperatures.

To study the effect of QAFGO loadings on the
mechanical strength of porous PBI, the tensile test
was performed. The typical stress�strain curves for
pPBI and x-QAFGO/pPBI membranes are displayed in
Figure 5b. The tensile strength, Young's modulus, elon-
gation at break, and toughness are listed in Table 1.
According to the previous study, the pPBI showed
a nonlinear trend, assigned to the plasticity caused
by its porous structure.6 It was seen that the increase
of QAFGO amount lessened the nonlinear behavior
of stress�strain curves and plasticity which reinforced
the mechanical strength of the composite membrane.
According to Figure 5b and Table 1, the tensile

Figure 4. Low-resolution cross-sectional images from SEM of (a) 3-QAFGO/pPBI, (d) 5-QAFGO/pPBI, and (g) 10-QAFGO-pPBI
membranes. High-resolution cross-sectional images from SEM of (b) 3-QAFGO/pPBI, (e) 5-QAFGO/pPBI, and (h) 10-QAFGO-
pPBI membranes. EDX mapping of oxygen element in (c) 3-QAFGO/pPBI, (f) 5-QAFGO/pPBI, and (i) 10-QAFGO-pPBIs.

Figure 5. (a) TGA curves of GO, QAFGO, and x-QAFGO/pPBI membranes under nitrogen with 10 �C min�1 heating rate.
(b) Stress�strain plot of pPBI and x-QAFGO/pPBI membranes at room temperature (23 �C) and relative humidity (35%).
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strength and Young's modulus increased from
26.79 MPa and 1.04 GPa in pPBI to 42.86 MPa and
2.12 GPa in 10-QAFGO/pPBI, respectively. Moreover,
the toughness of 10-QAFGO/pPBI was significantly
boosted by 76.41% compared to pPBI. However,
the elongation at break did not follow any ascending
or descending trend with the addition of QAFGO.
5-QAFGO/pPBI demonstrated the lowest elongation
of 5.34%, while 10-QAFGO/pPBI had the highest elon-
gation of 6.01%.
Figure 6a represents the water uptake and cross-

wise swelling ratio of all x-QAFGO/pPBI membranes.
In order to calculate the water uptake and swelling
ratio of x-QAFGO/pPBI nanocomposite membranes,
the samples were immersed in DDI water at room
temperature for 48 h. After water was removed from
the surface, the weight and thickness of membranes

were immediately measured. Then, they were dried
in a vacuum oven at 60 �C until a constant weight
and thickness were achieved. Finally, the water uptake
(WU) and crosswise swelling ratio (C-SWR) were calcu-
lated by following equations

WU (%) ¼ Ww �Wd

Wd
� 100 (1)

C-SWR (%) ¼ tw � td
td

� 100 (2)

where Ww and tw are the weight and thickness of
hydrated x-QAFGO/pPBI nanocomposites and Wd and
td are the weight and thickness of dried films.
The results showed that increasing the loading

of QAFGO to 3 and 5wt % resulted in less water uptake
compared to bare porous PBI. This could be due to
the blockage of pores by QAFGO resulting in smaller
water uptake due to less available ion-exchange
sites. When the QAFGO composition was increased
to 10 wt % higher water uptake of 63.79% was
achieved, indicating that higher loading of QAFGO
enabled more accessible ion-exchange areas, and
thus, a higher amount of water could be absorbed by
the composite membrane. Among the nanocomposite
membranes the highest C-SWR of 11.46% was gained
for 10-QAFGO/pPBI, which was less than that of 13.33%
for bare pPBI and higher than that of 3.51% and 9.7% for

TABLE 1. Mechanical Properties of x-QAFGO/pPBI

Membranes

sample

tensile strength

(MPa)

Young's modulus

(GPa)

elongation

at break (%)

toughness

(MPa)

pPBI 26.79 1.04 5.53 1.06
3-QAFGO/pPBI 42.86 2.12 5.66 1.29
5-QAFGO/pPBI 36 1.24 5.34 1.50
10-QAFGO/pPBI 34.67 1.45 6.01 1.87

Figure 6. (a) Water uptake and cross-wise swelling ratio of bare pPBI and x-QAFGO/pPBI composites. (b) Hydroxide
conductivity of GO and QAFGO nanosheets. The hydroxide conductivity of x-QAFGO/pPBI membranes compared to the
commercial FAA at different temperatures and hydrous conditions in (c) in-plane and (d) through-plane directions.
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3-QAFGO/pPBI and 5-QAFGO/pPBI, respectively. This
demonstrated that the addition of QAFGO nanofiller
has enhanced the mechanical properties of porous
PBI by decreasing the membranes swelling.
Parts b, c, and d of Figure 6 illustrate the through-

plane and in-plane hydroxide conductivities of GO,
QAFGO, and x-QAFGO/pPBI membranes under hydrous
conditions and different temperatures. The through-
plane hydroxide conductivity of GO and QAFGO was
measured using a two-electrode electrochemical setup
designed for powders at different temperatures.7,49

First, each of the powdered samples was individually
inserted into the middle of a tube cell with a diameter
of 1 mm. Then, the samples were pressed between two
rod-shaped electrodes for several hours. To gain 100%
water saturation, the setup was disassembled from
the top and 15 mL of DDI water was injected with
a syringe onto the samples. The water was allowed
to soak into the samples for 1 h. Then the top electrodes
were replaced and the fixture was retorqued. For
in-plane direction measurements in nanocomposites,
x-QAFGO/pPBI membranes were sandwiched in a
four-probe cell made of platinum wires and Teflon
plates. For the through-plane orientation, the mem-
branes were pressed between two copper strips
with 1 cm2 surface area. In order to acquire the
ionic resistance at different temperatures and fully
hydrated conditions, all testing instruments were
placed in a thermocontrolled chamber with DDI
water. For all methods, the real impedance of samples
was calculated using AC electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) in Princeton Versastat MC poten-
tiostat. The frequency range was between 1 MHz and
10 Hz with perturbation voltage amplitude of 10 mV.
At a given temperature, the measurements were
repeated at least four times with 10 min interval.
The hydroxide conductivities were then determined
using eq 3

σ ¼ L

RA
(3)

where σ denotes the hydroxide conductivity, L is
either the distance between the reference electrodes
in the four-point cell or the thickness of powdered
samples in case of two-electrode setup, R the resis-
tance of the membrane, and A the cross-sectional
area in case of the in-plane setup and the area of the
electrodes in case of the two-electrode cell.
In both through-plane and in-plane directions, the

highest hydroxide conductivity accomplished at 65 �C
for all membranes, indicating accelerated ion mobility
at elevated temperatures. According to Figure 6b,
the hydroxide conductivity of GO outstandingly in-
creased after being functionalized with QA groups.
At room temperature and 65 �C, the hydroxide con-
ductivity of QAFGO was 25 and 10 times higher than
that of GO, respectively. In Figure 6c, the in-plane

hydroxide conductivities of x-QAFGO/pPBI mem-
branes were compared to the commercial Fumapem
FAA fromFuMA-TechGmbH (35�40μmthickness, resis-
tivity of 0.59 Ω cm2 at 20 �C, IEC of 1.2 mmol g�1).
Among them, 3-QAFGO/pPBI exhibited smaller hydrox-
ide conductivity at all temperatures compared to com-
mercial FAA membrane. However, as the loading of
QAFGO increased to 5 and 10 wt % the hydroxide
conductivity surpassed FAA. Suchbehaviorwas ascribed
to more obtainable ion-exchange sites in nanocompo-
sites with greater amounts of QAFGO. Themaximum in-
plane hydroxide conductivity was 0.085 S cm�1 at 65 �C
for 10-QAFGO/pPBI, which was 2.8 times higher than
that of commercial FAA. In order to assess the hydroxide
conductivity across the thickness of membranes, the
through-plane conductivity wasmeasured. On the basis
of the obtained results in Figure 6d, the degree
of anisotropy was measured, determined as the ratio
of the in-plane to the through-plane conductivity.
On average, for all nanocomposite membranes, small
degree of anisotropy of 1.55 was achieved, indicating
that the interconnected pores in pPBI and uniform
distribution of exfoliated QAFGO nanosheets aided
faster ion-transfer through the thickness of composite
membranes.
Figure 7a shows the alkaline electrochemical stabi-

lity of all x-QAFGO/pPBIs compared to commercial FAA
membrane. In order to evaluate the alkaline electro-
chemical stability, all x-QAFGO/pPBI nanocomposite
membranes were held in a boiling solution of 6 M
KOH. After certain times, each sample was rinsed and
stored in DDI water before remeasuring the hydroxide-
conductivity stability. It was seen that the electro-
chemical stability of FAA was too low such that after
3 h being exposed to boiling 6 M KOH, the membrane
dramatically degraded. On the contrary, all x-QAFGO/
pPBI membranes maintained their in-plane ionic con-
ductivity for 21 days. The reduced conductivity of
3-QAFGO/pPBI, 5-QAFGO/pPBI, and 10-QAFGO/pPBI
was 18%, 11.9%, and 10.01%, respectively, indicating
that increase of QAFGO loading in the nanocomposite
membrane resulted in more stable hydroxide conduc-
tivity. The relatively high alkaline-stability results were
assigned to the bulky and long hydrocarbon chains
attached to water-retentive ammonium groups on
QAFGO nanosheets in nanocomposite membranes.
To assess the functionality of QAFGO/pPBI nano-

composite in an alkaline electrochemical system,
the membrane was assembled in an AFC setup. In
Figure 7b the single AFC performance of 10-QAFGO/
pPBI membrane was compared to that of FAA com-
mercial, evaluated in fully humidified H2/O2 system
at 50 �C. The open circuit voltages (OCVs) were 1.025
and 0.98 V for FAA and 10-QAFGO/pPBI, respectively,
demonstrating that both had low hydrogen permeabil-
ity. The smaller OCV value of 10-QAFGO/pPBI com-
pared to FAA was attributed to the porous nature of
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10-QAFGO/pPBI nanocomposite inwhichhydrogencross-
overmayoccurmore than that for nonporous commercial
FAA. The peak power density of 86.68 mW cm�2 for
10-QAFGO/pPBI was about 2 times higher than that of
42.21 mW cm�2 for FAA commercial. The better perfor-
mancewas primarily attributed to the excellent hydroxide
conductivity and strong water retention properties of
the nanocomposite membrane. In 10-QAFGO/pPBI, the
existing bulky quaternary ammoniumgroups on the large
surface of exofoliated GO nanosheets provided more
facile hopping of hydroxides to enhance the ionic con-
ductivity. Clearly, alkaline-functionalized graphene oxide
composed with porous PBI may be a significant potential
hydroxide conductor for alkaline-based electrochemical
devices due to its high hydroxide conductivity, alkaline-
electrochemical stability and thermo-physicochemical
stability.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, for the first time, GO nanosheets were
successfully functionalized with hydroxide-conductive

groups via DMAOP precursor containing bulky qua-
ternary ammoniumgroups. The fabricated QAFGOwas
then incorporated into porous PBI to form a hydroxide-
conductive and stable nanocomposite membrane.
The presence of bulky QA groups interacted with large
surface areas of GO and pPBI significantly enhanced
the hydroxide conductivity to 0.085 S cm�1, which was
stable for 21 days, whereas FAA commercial film
degraded just after 3 h. A single AFC setup containing
10-QAFGO/pPBI was assembled to evaluate the effect
of the developed nanocomposite on the performance
improvement of an electrochemical device working
in alkalinemedium. High AFC performance with a peak
power density of 86.68 mW cm�2 was attained when
compared to FAA film with that of 42.21 mW cm�2.
Apart from high performance, x-QAFGO/pPBI mem-
branes also exhibited excellent physicochemical and
thermal stability. The achieved results demonstrated
that the QAFGO/pPBI nanocomposite has the capabil-
ity to be a promising and fast hydroxide conductor for
various alkaline-electrochemical applications.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Synthesis of GO. In this work, the improved Hummers'
method37 was employed for the synthesis of GO from natural
graphite flakes, which is the most commonly used approach at
the present time. Graphite powder (2 g) was added to the
mixture of 360mL of concentrated H2SO4 and 40mL of H3PO4 in
a round-bottom flask. After 30min of stirring, 18 g of KMnO4was
added slowly as it was a strong oxidizing agent. The tempera-
ture of the mixture was increased to 50 �C, and the oxida-
tive reaction of graphite lasted 16 h. Afterward, the solution
was cooled, and 400 mL of distilled deionized (DDI) water and
then 20 mL of H2O2 were added dropwise, and the mixture
was stirred for 30min to remove all impurities. In order to collect
the produced GO nanosheets, the final mixture was washed
and centrifugedwith DDI, HCl, and ethanol, respectively. Finally,
the GO was freeze-dried.

Functionalization of QAFGO. In order to alkali-functionalize
GO nanosheets (QAFGO) with quaternary ammonium groups
the DMAOP precursor was adopted. First, 0.1 g of GO fluffy
powder was dispersed and exfoliated in 50 mL of toluene by
2 h sonication to obtain a stable GO suspension. After addition
of 10 g of DMAOP to GO, the reaction was carried out at room

temperature for 2 days. Then, the product was centrifuged
and washed several times with ethanol to remove the toluene
and unreacted traces of DMAOP. The chlorine (Cl�) counterion
in obtained QAFGO was exchanged with hydroxide (OH�) by
adding 1MKOH to it overnight. Finally, the product waswashed
and centrifuged several times with DDI water and then freeze
dried.

Synthesis of PBI. The detailed synthesis of PBI has been
explained in the previous work.6 In summary, 4.7 mmol of
3,30-diaminobenzidine (DAB, Aldrich) with an equivalent molar
amount of isophthalic acid (IPA, Aldrich) were dissolved into
polyphosphoric acid (PPA, Alfa Aesar), and the mixture was
reacted for 7 h at 200 �C. The dark reddish brown and viscous
product was quenched by pouring it into a large amount of cold
water. The formed PBI fibers were stirred and washed for 48 h in
DDI water and subsequently for 7 h in 2 M KOH solution
followed by drying in an oven at 100 �C overnight. The average
molecular weight of 104167( 1.898 g 3mol�1 was evaluated for
PBI by using static light scattering method and measuring the
inverse of the intercept of the linear interpolation in the resulted
Zimm plot.

Casting x-QAFGO/pPBI Membranes. x-QAFGO/pPBI nanocompo-
site membranes were casted by mixing x (= 3, 5, or 10) wt %

Figure 7. (a) Alkaline electrochemical stability of FAA and x-QAFGO/pPBI membranes at 65 �C and hydrous conditions.
(b) Single AFC polarization and power density curves employing FAA commercial and 10-QAFGO/pPBI membranes.
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QAFGO with an appropriate amount of PBI dissolved in DMSO.
Dibutyl phthalate (DBP) was added to the QAFGO/PBI mixture
to produce 70 wt % porous composite film. The final uniform
solution was cast on a glass plate at 60 �C for 2 days and then
gradually heat treated from 100 to 190 �C for 4 h in order to fully
evaporate the solvent. The obtained nanocomposite mem-
branes were immersed in methanol for 1 h to extract DBP and
introduce porosity. On average, the real porosity of nanocom-
posites was about 67.55%. After drying at 60 �C all x-QAFGO/
pPBI composites were treatedwith 6MKOH for 1 day and finally
stored in DDI water for future physicochemical and electro-
chemical characterization tests.

Preparation AFC Setup. The performance of 10-QAFGO/pPBI,
pPBI, and FAA commercial in a fuel cell setup was determined
using a single cell membrane electrode assembly (MEA) setup.
The anode and cathode catalyst layers were prepared bymixing
and ultrasonicating appropriate amounts of Pt/C (45.7 wt % Pt,
TKK Corp.), AS-4 ionomer from Tokuyama Corp., and 2-propanol
as the solvent. The inks were sprayed on gas diffusion layers
(GDL, SIGRACET GDL10 BB) and then dried at room temperature
overnight until the desired catalyst loading of 0.3 mg cm�2 was
achieved for both anode and cathode. The MEA with an active
electrode area of 5 cm2 was obtained by pressing the catalyst-
coated GDLs onto the membrane at room temperature with
3 t loading for 3 min. For each sample, the MEA was assembled
into the fuel cell hardware (850e Multi-Range Fuel Cell Test
System, Scribner Associates) with gas flow rate of 0.2 L min�1

and back pressure of 6 psi for both hydrogen and oxygen.
Thermal, Physical, and Chemical Characterization Tests. The elemen-

tal and chemical-bonding analyses of QAFGO and x-QAFGO/pPBI
membranes were determined via XPS (Thermo Scientific Al
K-Alpha X-ray source) and FT_IR (Avatar 320). The presence and
distribution degree of QAFGO inside the porous PBI were shown
by XRD (INEL XRG 3000), cross-sectional SEM images, and EDX
mapping (LEO FESEM 1530) of all samples. To assess the thermal
stability, TGA was performed under nitrogen with a TGAQ500
V20.10 instrument in the temperature range from 25 to 900 �C
at the heating rate of 10 �C min�1. The mechanical properties
of all membranes were determined by a tension testingmachine
(ADMET 7603- 5 kN) in ambient atmosphere (23 �C and 35%
relative humidity) at a tension speed of 5 mmmin�1. The size of
the species was 5 mm wide, 35 mm long, and 35 μm thick.
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